
TUTORIAL

This months turtorial is all about using stamps in different ways.  Most of
us has a lot of stamps (never enough of course LOL) but isn’t it fun to
stretch them a little more by using your excisting stamps in a different
way so you could have twice as much.

Here you see the scratches from Stampers Anonymous.

And here I stamped it once horizontal and once vertical and by colouring
in some of the squares/rectangles it gets a completely different look.



Here is a finished card using this way of stamping in one of the
rectangles.

If you don’t have the scratches from Stampers Anonymous you can
make them yourself using your inkpad.

Take a dye  ink pad and put it vertical on your paper, then push it forward
in an angle of aprox. 45 degrees, take off your paper and move a little
forward and do the same thing again and again untill your are satisfied.



Above an example of how this looks like.

This is also a great solution when you have an accident. Don’t you hate
when you are almost finished stamping something and then drop you ink
pad onto your artwork, always the inky site on your artwork instead of the
plastic back of your pad. Below you find an example of one of my
“mistakes”. I was making a calendar some years ago and when I almost
finished one page my ink pad fell out of my hand, so I had to find a
solution and decided to make it a feature in all of the pages.



Another example of a stamp used in a different way:

Here a glass of Art Impressions.

Here I used the bottom part (is it called foot in english too?) and now it
looks like pavement.



Here is card I made for Barbara using the foot of the glass to look like a
floor and a lamp.

Hopefully you enjoyed this tutorial and even more so I hope it will makes
you look at your stamps in a different way and it would be great if you
find a stamp in your collection to use that in a different way and share it
with all of us by showing the original stamp (or make a stamped image if
your stamp is unmounted) and then show the artwork with the different
look. This way we all benefit from it and enlarge our collection of stamps
without buying anything.


